Abstract-In order to achieve the stable control for a double inverted pendulum system, linear quadratic Gauss optimal control was applied. Based on separation principle of LQG, firstly, the control law was proposed by the optimal control, and then a state feedback was obtained; whereas, the states of a system can't be measured completely, and the system could be inevitably affected by the a number of noise. For this reason, based on the rule of value of the corresponding parameters, the optimal estimations of the system outputs were received by means of Kalmar filtering. The conclusive experiment shown that the designed controller steadily dominated a double inverted pendulum system, and the system had a good ability of noise abatement and anti-interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inverted pendulum system is unstable system, it is typical multi-variable, strong coupling and nonlinear. So, in recent years, In order to verify some kind of control theory and method, the stability control of inverted pendulum and digital simulation become a typical scheme in the field of control. For example: The literature [1] proposed fuzzy control method that using hierarchical fuzzy neural network to control double inverted pendulum; Literature [2] used the linear quadratic optimal control theory, the closed-loop stability of the inverted pendulum has been realized; The literature [3] combined fuzzy control theory and optimal control theory, the fuzzy controller has been designed, the effective control of double inverted pendulum has been achieved. But, because of the LQR design based on state feedback, all the state variables in the system need to be known, it is very difficult in reality. Actual inverted pendulum system is also affected by the system noise and measurement noise, in order to solve these problems, Kalmar filter is used to reconstruct the system state. Using the double inverted pendulum as the research object, the mathematical model of the system is established, according to the principle of LQG separation [4] , controller are designed. The design process, not only the effective for noise suppression is realized, in the control method, but also each parameter matrix and the parameters value rules is detailed description, to achieve the appropriate simulation results. Finally, the simulation results have been achieved.
II. SYSTEM MODELING
For research object model is not too complicated, a simplified mathematical model is derived [5] , the following hypothesis: the entire object in addition to the belt as a rigid body, and the swinging rod is a homogeneous rigid body; each part of the friction force is proportional to the relative velocity.
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Structure model of linear double inverted pendulum system as shown in Fig. 1 . 
III. CONTROL STRATEGIES

A. Control scheme described
In order to achieve the steady pendulum control of double inverted pendulum system [7] , using the optimal control of linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) scheme, combining the LQR state feedback control and Kalmar state estimation, the control scheme is shown in Fig.2 . 
B. LQR controller
According to the optimal control theory, firstly the controllability of the system need to determine, and control matrix is obtained by calculation: 
Among them: 
for a minimum, the filter for the optimal state estimation.
In the type (5), the noise input matrix, if its value is too large, the system is affected by noise, large variations in the value of system state variables, produce larger dithering; if the value is too small, and makes no noise disturbance. Therefore, according to the input and output amplitude range, taking the noise input matrix 
Finally, according to the control scheme, using Kalmar estimator gain and the state feedback gain construct LQG controller scheme. The regulator equations as follows:
IV. THE SIMULATION VERIFICATION To use MATLAB simulation validation control effect of LQG controller scheme [9] . In the simulation: time interval value is too small, it can cause excessive state variables affected by noise, produce larger dithering; If the simulation time value is too small, the system may not achieve stability, the simulation results is not obvious. Therefore, through continuous trial and a lot of simulation experiments, 0.001 , 30 s t s t s = = ,input the noise in the system (5), getting the simulation curve of straight line double inverted pendulum system is obtained as shown in Fig. 2, 3 .Can be seen from the final simulation results, the noise can be effectively suppressed, and the system after filtering has good robustness. To achieve the stability of the double inverted pendulum control, on the basis of its mathematical model is set up, considering the system state is not fully measurable, and actual system will inevitably influenced by noise, so LQG method is adopted to research the scheme. According to the separation principle of the linear quadratic Gaussian optimal control, combining the state feedback gain and the Kalmar estimation gain which gets from the optimal control and the corresponding parameter value rule of the matrix are given in detail. The simulation indicates that control effect is better.
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